Abstract. Given a black-and-white image, represented by an array of x/n x x/~ binary-valued pixels, we wish to cover the black pixels with a minimal set of (possibly overlapping) maximal squares. It was recently shown that obtaining a minimum square cover for a polygonal binary image with holes is NPhard. We derive an optimal parallel algorithm for the minimal square cover problem, which for any desired computation time T in [log n, n] runs on an EREW-PRAM with (n/T) processors. The cornerstone of our algorithm is a novel data structure, the cover graph, which compactly represents the covering relationships between the maximal squares of the image. The size of the cover graph is linear in the number of pixels. This algorithm has applications to problems in VLSI mask generation, incremental update of raster displays, and image compression.
decomposition starting at (0, 0) contains f~(w/n) squares, instead of the single square which suffices to represent this image. Many researchers have attempted to find an optimal placement for the origin, but the techniques are computationally expensive, and do not yield guaranteed size reductions [-S] . Scott and Iyengar [SI] proposed that instead of finding an optimal origin for the quad-tree, we could represent a binary image more compactly by means of a suitable small subset of the maximal subsquares of the image. The problem we consider in this paper is as follows. Given a black-and-white image represented by an array of v/n • ~/n binary-valued pixels, we wish to cover the image with a minimal subset of its black subsquares (see Figure 1 .1). We allow the squares in the cover to overlap if needed. Clearly, we lose nothing by insisting that the chosen squares be maximal; in fact, the efficiency of our algorithm depends crucially upon the maximality of the squares. Our algorithm is optimal with respect to both its running time and the number of operations performed. It has a linear processor-time product and, for any desired computation time T in [log n, n], runs on an EREW-PRAM 3 with (n/T) processors. DEFINITION 1.1 (Maximal square, Minimal square cover). A maximal square is a black subsquare of the image, not contained in any larger black square. A minimal square cover for an image I is a set C of (possibly overlapping) maximal squares whose union equals the image, such that no proper subset of C contains I. Scott and Iyengar [SI] present an algorithm to find the maximal squares in a digitized binary image. They also subdivide the rectangular regions of the image and cover each rectangle with a minimum number of squares. Their algorithm is sequential, runs in O(n log n) time, and does not yield a minimal cover for the image.
Related Work.
It was recently shown by Aupperle et al. [ACK] that covering a polygonal binary image having holes with a minimum number of (maximal) squares.is NPhard. They also present a sequential algorithm for obtaining a minimum square cover for an image without holes as follows. Given image I, construct a cover graph GA(I ) with one vertex for each pixel of the image, and add an edge between every pair of pixels which belong to some common maximal square. Note that the maximal cliques 4 in Ga(I) correspond to the maximal squares in I. It is shown that if the image I has no holes, the resulting cover graph GA(I ) is chordal. 5 Hence the algorithm of Gavril [G] can be used to find a minimum clique cover for GA(1), which yields a minimum square cover for I.
The above construction yields a graph with f~(n 2) edges in the worst case. The required number of operations is reduced to O(n x/n) by avoiding the explicit construction of Ga(I), as given in [A] . First find the maximal squares of I, then construct a reduced cover graph GaR(I), which corresponds to Ga(I) with every maximal clique condensed to a single vertex. This algorithm fails if the image has any holes, since the resulting cover graph GAR(I ) is not chordal. No technique is given for finding even a minimal cover if the image has holes. (Recall that the problem of finding a minimum vertex cover or a minimum clique cover for general graphs is NP-hard, and remains so even if the graph is planar.)
Recently Bar Yehuda and Ben Chanoch [YC] studied an interesting variant of the problem of covering hole-free polygonal regions, where the polygon is specified by a cyclically ordered sequence of its vertices, instead of being digitized on a regular grid. Given such a polygon with p vertices, a sequential algorithm to find a minimum square cover is derived, with a running time of O(p log p + opt), where opt is the number of squares in a minimum cover. If the image is available as a digitized array of x/~ x x/~ pixels, their algorithm runs in O(n) time, and outperforms that of [ACK] and [A] . The resulting improvement is more dramatic if the polygon is digitized at a very high resolution compared with the number of its vertices, as in the specification of VLSI masks. For an image with h holes, Bar Yehuda and Ben Chanoch present an approximation algorithm, which generates a cover of size at most opt + h in time O(p log p + opt + h), where h is the number of holes in the image.
The importance of our results is as follows. Covering an image with a small subset of its maximal squares can be a good technique for image compression. We cannot hope to construct efficiently a minimum square cover for general images (which possibly contain holes). Our algorithm will always find a minimal square cover, with a linear number of operations, in as little as O(log n) time. As we show in the following, we need to resort to fairly elaborate techniques in order to achieve these twin goals of efficiency and speed. Apart from these advantages, the cover graph obtained as an intermediate step of our algorithm has very interesting properties, and may provide a novel technique for image representation, as discussed in the concluding section.
Overview of the Minimal Cover Algorithm.
In this section we provide an overview of the minimal square cover algorithm. First we construct the set M t of all maximal squares in the image I. Then we determine a minimal square cover for I in a sequence of O(1) phases. During phase i we start with a set C~ of maximal squares which covers the image. We then select a subset D i of C~, such that the squares in D, can be simultaneously discarded from Ci to produce another set C~+1 which also covers the image. The initial cover Co equals Mr. The algorithm terminates when no more squares can be discarded.
A Cover Graph for the Image.
A square m in Ci can be discarded only if the union of the squares in C~ -{m} contains each pixel of m. We can show [Mo] that if we naively perform this test for every maximal square m in the image and every pixel in m, we may need to perform f~(nx/n ) operations in the worst case, whereas our algorithm achieves a linear processor-time product. Another difficulty is that we must select a large enough set D i of squares which can be simultaneously discarded in each phase, while ensuring that C~ -D~ covers the image. Clearly, the running time of the algorithm depends crucially on the number of squares that can be discarded simultaneously.
For this purpose we construct a cover graph which will enable us to test efficiently if any square m in C~ is covered by the squares in Ci -{m}, and thus construct a large set D~ of squares which can be simultaneously discarded from C~.
We could define a pixel graph Gp = ((M I, PI) The pixel graph Ge may contain f~(nx/~ ) edges in the worst case. We can obtain a smaller representation by discarding some of the obviously redundant maximal squares of the image before constructing its cover graph. We can get further reductions by:
(a) using a single rectangular region to represent pixels which are covered by the same set of squares, and (b) not representing those cover relationships which are guaranteed to be satisfied whenever some other regions of the image are covered.
Such a cover graph G(I) = ((My, RM), ER)
is directed and bipartite, with vertex sets M v (denoting maximal squares) and RM (denoting suitable rectangular subregions of the squares in My). The edge set ER denotes containment between the squares and the rectangles, and satisfies the following properties:
(i) a square in My is contained in the union of the rectangles preceding it in G(I), and (ii) a rectangle in R M is contained in every one of the squares preceding it in G(I).
(An example is shown in Figure 1 .2, where a circle represents each rectangular subregion of a square.) Associated with each vertex v in My we store the location of the square S~ which is represented by v. This enables us to obtain a square cover for the image from a suitable vertex cover for My. We can establish a correspondence between a vertex cover in the graph (g-cover) and a square cover in the image (i-cover) as follows. A subset Sm of My g-covers a square m in G(I) if every rectangle which precedes m in the cover graph has at least one predecessor in S,,. We say that S,, i-covers m in the image if every pixel of m is contained in the union of the squares in Sin. In Section 4 it is shown that a subset C of My is a minimal g cover for the vertices in My if and only if the squares in C constitute a minimal square cover for the image.
The Minimal Square Cover Algorithm.
We now give a high-level description of the Minimal Square Cover Algorithm. Details of individual steps and proofs of correctness follow in subsequent sections.
1. Determine the maximal squares, as described in Section 2.1. 2. Discard some of the obviously redundant maximal squares as described in Section 2.2, to obtain the vertex set My. (The discarded squares are part of vertical or horizontal sequences of maximal squares of the same size.) 3. For every square in My, determine if it is covered by the union of its neighboring maximal squares as described in Sections 3.1-3.3, otherwise mark it as essential. 4. Construct a partial cover graph G,, for each nonessential square m in My. The graph G,, represents the manner in which the pixels of m are covered by the squares neighboring m. Construct the cover graph G(I) for the entire image by obtaining the union of the partial cover graphs. (a) In order to construct the partial cover graph for square m, first derive its extended cover ~-,,, which consists of all the squares in My which are "useful" for covering m. We define and construct E,, in Section 3, where we show that not every square which overlaps with a given square m is useful for covering it. Identifying the extended cover is crucial to achieving linear resource bounds.
(b) Decompose each nonessential square m in M v into a set of rectangles, each of which can be independently covered by a single square in the extended cover E,, of m, as described in Section 4. Then obtain the partial cover graph Gm for m. (At this step we obtain the remaining vertex set RM, and the edge set E R for G(I).) 5. Determine a minimal cover for the image, by labeling G(I) as described in Section 5.
2. Maximal Squares and Uniform Strips. In this section we determine the maximal squares by associatively combining groups of black pixels along rows and columns, and then along diagonals of the image. Then we determine rectangular regions of the image which are spanned by sequences of identically sized maximal squares, and retain a minimum square cover for each such rectangle.
Findin9 Maximal Squares Using Prefix Computations.
We first determine largest black squares, which are black subsquares of the image which cannot be extended to the right and below, but are not necessarily maximal. This not only helps us to find the maximal squares efficiently, but also generates information which will be useful later when we eliminate redundant maximal squares. DEFINITION 2.1 (Largest black square). A laryest black square SELij is the largest square of black pixels that has its top left corner (origin) at (i,j), and its diagonally opposite corner to the southeast of (i,j).
We also define (and compute) SWLii , NWL~j, and NEL U in a similar manner. In the following Lit refers to SELzj. We determine the largest black squares SEL~j in three steps:
(1) For every black pixel (i,j) find Rij, the length of the longest horizontal black strip containing pixel (i,j) and extending to its right; also find Dij, the length of the longest vertical black strip containing pixel (i,j) and extending downward. We can cast steps 2 and 3 as parallel prefix computations [LF] , [KRS] , [CVa] . Given a semigroup (S, | (where | is a binary associative operation on S), a prefix computation over a sequence sl -.. s, of elements of S consists of computing the n initial partial products s~ | ... | for all k < n. Similarly, a suffix computation over the sequence sa ... s, of elements of S consists of computing the n partial products sk | " ' | s, for all k < n.
A prefix (suffix) computation over n elements can be performed optimally in parallel, (i) in time T, log n < T < n, using an n/T processor EREW-PRAM, or (ii) in time T, log n/log log n N T < log n, using an n/T processor CRCW-PRAM [CVa] . The prefix (suffix) operation is also available as a primitive operation in several practical parallel machines such as the Connection Machine [HI, [B] and the Fluent Machine [R] . Now we define two geometric objects, a blackhead and an arrowhead, which can each be combined pairwise in an associative manner, which enables us to exploit the power of parallel prefix computations for finding largest black squares. (i,j) . (An arrowhead A u denotes that pixel (i,j) can potentially be the top left corner of a black square of size at most d, and that we have verified that the top w rows and left w columns of such a square contain only black pixels.) Given two diagonally adjacent arrowheads (dl, wl) and (d2, w2) which are similarly oriented, the combined arrowhead (dl, wl) | (d2, w2) equals (min(dl, d2 + wl), (wl + w2)). (See Figure 2. 3.)
First we address the problem of finding the longest horizontal/vertical black strips in the image. Given the ith row of pixels, we wish to compute the length R u of the largest contiguous sequence of black pixels starting at each pixel (i,j) and extending to its right. We initialize a row of blackheads B u, where B~i is set to (1, 1 ) if the pixel at (i,j) is black, and (0, 1) otherwise. We combine the blackheads associatively along rows of the image, using a parallel suffix computation. The depth of the resulting blackhead Big | .-. | Bi, equals Rq. A similar computation is performed along the columns of the image and yields the length D~j of the largest contiguous sequence of black pixels starting at each pixel (i,j) and extending downward.
Next we initialize an arrowhead of unit width A~j = (min(R~j, D~j), !), at each pixel (i, j). We combine arrowheads associatively along the diagonals of the image, using a parallel suffix computation as described earlier. When the width of an arrowhead equals its depth, we have determined the largest black square Lij with its origin at (i,j). The size of Lij equals the depth of Aij | ""| Ai+k,j+k, where max(i + k, j + k) equals n.
Largest Black Squares Which are Maximal.
A largest black square L is maximal iff it is not contained in a larger black square m. We observe that a black square L = SELij is bounded by white pixels to the right and/or below. Hence the origin (top left corner) of a larger square m which contains L can only be above and/or to the left of the origin of L. Further, the existence of a larger black square above (to the left of) the origin of L, implies the existence of one immediately above (immediately to the left of) the origin of L. We associate a boolean variable Mij with each pixel (i,j), which indicates whether (i,j) is the origin of a maximal square; if so, its size is given by L w Once we have determined the sizes of the largest black squares as described in the previous section, we can identify the maximal squares with only a constant number of computations per pixel, as shown in Lemma i below. LEMMA 1. Let P be the largest black square with its origin at (i,j) and let li2 >= 1 be its size. Then P is not maximal /ff li_oi,2_aj > lij , for some (6i, 6j) 
Dividing Uniform Strips. We next identify rectangular regions of the image,
each of which is spanned by a vertical/horizontal sequence of identically sized maximal squares whose origins are contiguous. We retain a minimum square cover for each such rectangle by dividing its longer side by its width. In the following we cover the image with minimal subsets of the squares retained after subdividing uniform strips. This seemingly ad hoe step is necessary in order to meet our overall resource bounds for constructing and processing the cover graph.
DEFINITION 2.4 (Uniform strip, Uniform tail). A horizontal uniform strip is a maximal sequence of identically sized maximal squares, whose origins are horizontally contiguous. A uniform tail Uij -(w, d, l) is the right end of a uniform strip which has its origin at (i,j -d + 1), where w is the width of the rightmost maximal square in the tail, the depth d is the length of the uniform strip at the end of the tail, and l is the length of the tail. We can combine two adjacent uniform tails into a single uniform tail, as (w2, d2 , Let w u be the width of the maximal square with its origin at (i,j). We compute HSu, the length of the horizontal uniform strip to the left of pixel (i,j), as the smallest value of k such that w~,3_ k r w u. This can be obtained by a prefix computation as in Section 2.1. We initialize a row of uniform tails (wij, wu, wlj ) consisting of one maximal square each. We combine uniform tails from right to left, along rows of the contiguous origins of identically sized maximal squares. HS u equals the depth of Uil | ".. | U u.
We retain a minimum cover for a horizontal uniform strip U in the following manner. Let the width of U be c~. First obtain a possibly smaller strip U' from U by deleting any parts of U along its left and right ends which may be contained in a maximal square larger than co. Retain the teftmost maximal square in U', and all those maximal squares in U' whose origin is displaced from the origin of U' by an integral multiple of co. In addition to the squares retained by the previous condition, retain the rightmost square in U'. Discard the remaining squares in U not retained by the earlier conditions. (See Figure 2 .6.) We similarly determine and subdivide a uniform strip whose longer side is vertical. These steps guarantee that if a uniform strip U overlaps with a maximal square m which is wider than U, all but one of the squares in U which overlap with m are discarded. We rely on this fact while proving Theorem 5.
3. Maximal Squares Which Can Be Discarded. Now we determine whether a maximal square m uniquely covers any pixel of the image. If so, m belongs to every cover of the image. Otherwise, we concisely characterize the distinct sets of maximal squares which cover m. A naive approach might be first to determine all the squares which overlap with m. In Figure 3 .1 f~(x/n) maximal squares T~..-Tk overlap with m. Observe that if one of them, say T~, is part of a square cover Si of m, then Si also includes the squares (L, R, B) for covering the pixels of m not contained in Ti. However, {L, R, B} is itself a square cover of m, hence none of the squares T1..-Tk are "useful" for deciding if m can be discarded. In fact, a square T is "useful" for covering m, only if there is a set S of squares containing T, such that S covers m but (S-T) does not. This observation motivates the following definitions. Observe that if a square m is not essential, the set Ur, of its" useful squares is nonempty and covers m. Given two squares A and B in Urn, if A <,, B, then Um -{A} also covers m. If we discard from Um all those squares which do not overlap maximally with m, we get the basic cover of m. Hence a square m is not essential (i.e., is potentially redundant) iff its basic cover is nonempty and covers m. By definition, a maximal square m is neither a useful square for itself, nor does it belong to its own basic cover. We now show that the basic cover contains at most four maximal squares, by showing that any edge of a nonessential square m is cut by at most one square in its basic cover.
In the figures that follow, a small unshaded circle adjacent to some edge of a maximal square denotes a white pixel, which may be positioned anywhere along that edge. PROOF (refer to the cases in Figure 3 .2). Let e be some edge of m which is cut by more than one square in tim. Without loss of generality, let e be the top edge of m. Let A, B, C, ..., etc., be the sequence of squares which cut e, in ascending order of the X-coordinate of their left edges.
(a) If A and B abut or overlap along e, then we can find another square S in ft,, such that S n m strictly contains A n m and B nm. Then neither A or B belongs to tim. (b) Otherwise, A and B are separated by at least one white pixel p. Consider pixel q of m, which lies along e and is vertically below p. Let square S in fl,, cover q. S does not cut e, else its left edge is to the left of the left edge of B, which would contradict our assumption. Hence S cuts the right edge or the left edge of m. Then S n m strictly contains either A n m or B nm. Hence either A or B does not belong to tim. . (This proof may be skipped at a first reading.) In this proof we assume that m is not essential and try to determine the squares in its basic cover. In this process we carefully avoid examining too many of the squares which overlap with m, else we will not be able to meet our stated time bounds. We use the following criteria for not adding a square S to Bin:
(i) S does not overlap maximally with m, or (ii) S cannot possibly be a useful square of m.
Thus we guarantee that B m is indeed a superset of tim. If m is in fact essential, either the set B m will be empty, or it will not cover m. First we find a square T in fl,~ such that T cuts the north edge n of m. (We can do likewise for the remaining edges w, s, and e, respectively the west, south, and east edges of m.) We have three cases:
(1) T contains no corner of n, (2) T contains one corner of n, and (3) T contains both corners of n.
Let the size of m be s. We distinguish between these cases by examining the sizes of the largest black squares which have one corner respectively at pixels (i,j-1), (i -1,j), and (i,j + s), and which extend into the interior of m. For notational convenience, in this proof we let L[i,j, SE] stand for S~L~,j. Let t, l, and r respectively be the sizes of
Case 1 (T contains no corner of n, see Figure 3 .3(a)). If m is not essential, then surely there are squares W and E in tim which cover the left and right corners of n, respectively. By Theorem 1, neither W nor E cuts n. Let p be the pixel at (i -1,j + l -1), which is in the row just above n and the column to the right of the right edge of W.. A little thought will convince the reader that if T is a useful (2.1) the pixel at (i -1,j -1) is white, and (2.2) the pixel at (i -1,j -1) is black.
Case 2.1 (The pixel at (i -1,j -1) is white, see Figure 3 .3(b) and (c)).
two subcases:
(2.1.1) when I does not equal t, and (2.1.2) when/equals t.
We get
Case 2.1.1 (l ~ t). Without loss of generality, let t < l; in particular, t < l -1. We see that Wcovers l -1 columns and 1 rows along the top left corner of m. Further, T covers at most I -1 columns and I -2 rows along the top left corner of m. Thus T n m is strictly contained in W c~ m, and we do not add T to B,,.
Case 2.1.2 (l = t).
Clearly, (i -1,j> is the origin of the maximal square T. Let p be the pixel at <i,j + t>. If T is a useful square of m, some other square E in//m contains p. By Theorem 1, E does not cut n. Also, E does not cut edge w of m, otherwise E n m would strictly contain T c~ m. Hence E cuts the east edge e of m. Hence if r -1 + t > s, then E contains p, and T is a useful square of m, and we add T to Bin.
Case 2.2 (The pixel at (i --l,j -1> is black, see Figure 3 .4(a)). Clearly, neither of T and W are maximal squares. A little thought will show that (i + t-1, j + t -1 > is the lower right corner of a maximal square U, such that U n m is a strict superset of T nm. We can find the origin of U by knowing the size of
, and add UtoB,,. Case 3 (T contains both corners of n). The two subcases are:
(3.1) size of T equals s, and (3.2) size of T is greater than s.
Let ll, rr respectively be the sizes of the longest vertical black strips extending downward from the pixels at (i,j -1) and (i,j + s). Given a nonessential square m, every square S in its basic cover is guaranteed to be a useful square of m, and to overlap maximally with it. However, S may already have been discarded during the division of uniform strips. In that case we need to locate the predecessor/successor P of S in the uniform strip containing S and P. If P overlaps with m we add p to the normalized basic cover of m.
Extended Cover Relations.
A naive way to determine whether a square m can be discarded from the cover set Ci during phase i of the cover algorithm (Section 1.3) would be to check if the union of the squares in Ci -{m} contains every pixel of m. It follows from our earlier discussions that if C~ -{m} covers m, then C~ n U,, also covers m, where U,, is the set of all the useful squares of m. Hence we can determine whether m can be discarded from Cg by taking the union of the squares in C~ n Urn, which contains much fewer squares than C~. As we show in Figure 3 .7, and explain in the accompanying discussion, the set U,, may contain f~(,,//n) maximal squares in the worst case, whereas the information regarding the potential redundancy of m can be obtained by examining the extended cover of m, which is a constant-sized subset of U~. Consider the collection of maximal squares shown in Figure 3 .7. Square m has the following useful squares: (T, A, B, C, D, E, F, L, R). In fact we can extend this example so that m has f~(,~/n) useful squares, in which case processing based upon the local neighborhood of m may not be possible within our stated resource bounds. Notice, however, that the intersection of A and B contains at least one pixel not covered by any other square; hence one of A and B is always present in every cover of the image. In which case any square whose intersection with m is a Fig. 3 .7. Square m may have ~(~n) useful squares. strict subset of A n B n m, cannot be in some sense globally useful for covering m. These observations motivate us to define the extended cover 7~ m of m. DEFINITION 3.4 (Pairwise essential squares, Extended cover). Two maximal squares P and Q are pairwise essential if P c~ Q contains a pixel p which does not belong to any other maximal square in My (other than P or Q). The extended cover Em of a nonessential square m is a subset of M v, such that for every square S in Em :
(i) S is a useful square of m, and (ii) (S n m) is not a strict subset of (P ~ Q) for any squares P and Q which are pairwise essential.
We show in Section 3.5 and 3.6 that Em contains O(1) maximal squares, and we can construct it with O(1) operations. However, if knowing the set E m is to be adequate for determining whether m can be discarded from an arbitrary cover C~ of the image, we must assure ourselves that Em contains all the squares which are in some sense globally useful for covering m. This is made precise in the following theorem. Let S be a square which is in Um but not in Era. By Definition 3.4 we have squares P and Q in Em such that P and Q are pairwise essential, and S c~ m is strictly contained in P n Q. Since P and Q are pairwise essential and Mc covers the image, at least one of P and Q belongs to Mc, and hence S n m is covered by Mcn E,,. Hence for every square S in Um-Em, Mcn Um --{S} also covers m, and the result follows.
THEOREM 4. If a subset M c of My covers the image, then every square m in M v -M c is covered by the squares in M c ~ Em, where E m is the extended cover of re.

PROOF. By assumption, the union of the squares in
[]
Finding the Extended Cover.
In the following theorem we show that we can construct the extended cover Em of a maximal square m, starting with its basic cover tim, and adding to it the basic cover fls for every square S in tim-(The proof may be skipped at a first reading.)
THEOREM 5. Let P be a maximal square in the extended cover E m of a nonessential square m, but not in its normalized basic cover tim" Then P belongs to the basic cover flQ of some square Q in tim.
PROOF. Let top(P), bot(P), and It(P), rt(P) respectively denote the y-coordinates and the x-coordinates of the corresponding edges of a square P. Let [PI denote the size of P. Let the X-axis increase to the right, and the Y-axis increase downward, i.e., the image is in the fourth quadrant. Let usd(A, B) denote the division of the uniform strip containing squares A and B, and the associated discarding of squares. Recall from Section 2.2 that at most one undiscarded maximal square of a uniform strip U can overlap with a maximal square which is larger than the width of U. Let P be a square in Em but not in fin" By Definition 3.2 there is a square Q in E,, such that (Q n m) ~ (P ~ m). Assume without loss of generality that P cuts the top edge of m. Consider the position of P with respect to m. The three cases are based upon whether P contains zero, one, or two corners of m. In some of the following subcases we obtain a direct contradiction by showing either that P cannot be in F,m or by showing that P must be in tim. If P is in (Era -/6,~) and the theorem is false, then there is either a square X in EQ such that (X ca Q) ~ (P ca Q) or there is a square Y in Em such that (Y ca m) ~ (Q ca m). In those remaining subcases also, we are able to obtain a contradiction by showing that either P e flQ and Q e fl~ or P~Em.
Case 1: P covers no corner of m. Since (Qcam)~(P~m) and P covers no corners of m, It(Q) < It(P), rt(Q) ___ rt(P), top(Q) _ top(m), and I QI -> I PI. Since P is unbounded below, it is bounded to its left and right by white pixels, and
top(Q) > top(P). Since top(Q) > top(P) and I QI -I PI, bot(Q) > bot(P). If lQ[ =
I PI, then Q was discarded during usd(P, Q) and P e fl~, a contradiction. Else [QI > Iel. Let Q cover no corner of m, as in Figure 3 .8(a). If any square R other than Q covers the NE corner of Q, then R either forms a uniform strip with Q (like square T) or R does not abut/overlap the top edge of m (like square R2). In the latter case Q is essential and, since (Q ca m) ~ (P ca m), P r E,,. In the former case, the topmost square T in the uniform strip containing {Q, R} is essential, (T ca m) (P c~ m), and again P ~ Era.
Otherwise Q covers one corner of m, and without loss of generality let rt(Q) > rt(m), as in Figure 3 .8(b). Either the marked pixels of Q are covered by the same square R; or Q is pairwise essential with m, and P ~ Era. In the former case rt(R) > rt(Q) and I RI > [Q[. If JR[ > I Q I, Q is part of a uniform strip all of which is covered by two larger squares R and m, and Q was discarded during usd(Q). Else Q and R form a uniform strip and Q was discarded during usd(Q, R), in either case we have a contradiction. The last subcase is that Q covers two corners of m, as in Figure 3 .8(c). Consider R + E o such that R covers the SE corner q of Q. Clearly, R has its SE corner to the right of and/or below q. It is clear that if Q is not essential, and (Q, m) are not pairwise essential, then R covers pixel t or pixel b. In either case, R and Q are of the same size and must be pairwise essential with respect to the set Mr: of squares retained after the division of uniform strips. It follows that P r E,,, a contradiction. In all the subcases of case 1, P ~/3 m or P r Em.
Case 2." P covers only one corner of m (say its NE corner).
Since (Q c~ m) (P nm), we have top(Q) < top(m) and lt(Q) < lt(m), and at least One inequality is strict. Since P is maximal, top(Q) > top(P) or lt(Q) > It(P). Having constrained the origin of Q as in Figure 3 .9(a), we see that bot(Q) < bot(m) and rt(Q) < rt(m), since m is maximal. By examining the marked pixels in Figure 3 .9(b), we see that if top(P) < top(Q) < top(m) and It(P) < lt(Q) < It(m), then Q is essential and hence P ~ Era. Without loss of generality, we avoid this contradiction by assuming that It(Q) is not within the open interval (lt(P), It(m)).
In Figure 3 .9(c) and (d) we show two examples where P is in (E,, -/~,,), P covers the NE corner of m, (Q c~ m )~ (P c~ m), and Q and m are both covered by {P, T, R, B}. In Figure 3 .9(c) we let lt(Q)= It(m), and in It(Q) < It(m). If the theorem is false, then P r [3~ or Q r [3,.. If P is not in [30, then there is square X in Ea such that (X c~ Q) ~ (P ~ Q), as in Figure 3 .9(e). If Q r [3", then there is a square Y in E" such that (Y n m) ~ (Q n m), as in Figure 3 .9(f). In either case we can observe the following:
(1) If I X I = I P l, then X was discarded during usd(P, X) and P is in the normalized basic cover of Q. Otherwise, if I XI > I PI, then X is essential and, since (X n m) ~ (P n m), we see that P r Era. (2) Similarly, if lYI = I Q I, then Y was discarded during usd(Q, Y) and Q is in [3,.. Otherwise, if I Y I > I Q I, then Y is essential and, since (Y n m) ~ (P c~ m), we see that P r E,,.
In all four subcases discussed above we have a contradiction with our assumptions.
Case 3: P covers two corners ofm. Since P covers two corners of m, ]PI -> )ml. Since (Q c~ m) ~ (P nm), Q covers the top row ofm and at least one row ofm below bot(P), and also L QI > ]ml. If IQI = ]ml, then Q was discarded during usd(Q, m) and P ~ [3,. (see Figure 3 .10(a)). In Figure 3 .10(b) we show an example where P is in (E,, -[3,.) , P cuts the top edge of m, (Q c~ m) ~ (P c~ m), and Q and m are both covered by {P, R, B, L}. If the theorem is false, then there is a square X in E o such that (X ~ Q) ~ (P c~ Q), or there is a square Y in E~, such that (Y n m) ~ (Q nm). In either case we observe the following:
(1) If IX[ = IPI, then X was discarded during usd(P, X) and P is in the normalized basic cover of Q. Otherwise, if IXI > IPI, then X is essential and, since (X n m) ~ (P nm), we see that P r E,, (see showed that the extended cover of m is contained in the union of the basic covers of the squares in tim. It follows that the extended cover of any nonessential square m contains O(1) maximal squares and Theorem 6 follows.
THEOREM 6. The extended cover Em of a nonessential square m contains 0(1) maximal squares.
4. Deriving the Cover Graph. Recall from Section 1.3 that we find a minimal cover for the image in a sequence of phases. During phase i we start with a set C~ of maximal squares which covers the image, and discard a subset Di of Ci to get another set Ci+ 1 which also covers the image. A square m in C i can be discarded only if the union of the squares in C~ -{m) contains each pixel of m. Clearly, the running time of the algorithm depends crucially on the number of squares that can be discarded simultaneously during each phase. We construct a cover graph for the image so that we can efficiently test if any square m in Ci is covered by the squares in C i -{m), and thus construct a large set Di of squares which can be simultaneously discarded from Ci.
The Reduced Cover Graph.
Consider an image containing a diagonal sequence of maximal squares of side 89 each, spaced one pixel apart. Its pixel cover graph Ge (described in Section 1.3) contains ~(nx/~ ) edges. Hence we cannot even construct Gp within the desired linear resource bounds for covering the image. Clearly, the problem with the definition of Gp is that each pixel may belong to a large number of different maximal squares. We can define a smaller cover graph GR which embodies the useful properties of Gp, by conceptually transforming Ge as described below. We do not obtain GR by actually constructing and transforming Gp. Instead, a direct construction for GR is shown in Section 4.3.
(i) Rectangular regions. Replace every uniform strip in the image by a minimum square cover. Call the set of remaining maximal squares My. (Clearly, the squares in My span.the entire image.) Delete from Gp the vertices associated with the discarded squares and the edges incident on them. (ii) Composite regions. Let Q be a set of pixels in Gt,, each of which is contained in exactly the same set SQ of maximal squares. Replace the pixels in Q by a region R e which equals the union of those pixels. Replace the edges incident on the deleted pixels by edges between R e and each square in S e-(iii) Cover implication. Given two regions Rp and R e in some square m, let Sp be the set of squares which contain each pixel in Rp, and let S e be the set of squares which contain each pixel in R e. Let Sp be a strict subset of S e. (We see that every cover of the image includes some square S from Se, and that the pixels in R e are also covered by that same square S. Hence the edges from the squares in S o -Se to the pixels in R e do not help in determining whether a candidate set C i of squares is a minimal cover for the image.) Add R e to every region such as Re (covered by a strict subset of So), then delete the vertex for R e and its incident edges from Gp. (After Rp has been augmented in this manner, 
Minimal Square Covers from a Cover Graph.
In this section we see how to obtain a minimal square cover for the image from a suitable vertex cover for its cover graph. It is easy to see that the reduced cover graph GR which we motivated in the previous section satisfies the properties stated below. A fourth condition (G4) also needs to be satisfied by the cover graph, and can be stated once we establish a correspondence between vertex covers in the cover graph (g-covers) and square covers in the image (i-covers) with the following definitions. DEFINITION 4.2 (g-cover, i-cover, minimal G-cover). We say that a subset S,, of M v g-covers a square m in G a if every rectangle which precedes m in the cover graph has at least one predecessor in S u. We say that S,, i-covers m in the image if every pixel of m is contained in the union Of the squares represented by Sin. We say that a subset Mc of M v is a minimal G-cover of G R if (i) every square in My is g covered by Mc, and (ii) no subset of M c g-covers every square in My.
DEFINITION 4.1 (Cover graph). A cover graph for an image I is a directed bipartite graph GR(1) --((My, RM), ER), with vertex sets
Properties G2 and G3 in Definition 4.1 ensure that if a subset S,, of My g-covers a square m in GR, then S,, also i-covers m in the image. By adding property G1 we see that if the cover set C~ covers the square vertices in-GR, then C~ also covers the image. In order to determine whether C~ is a minimal cover, we need to check if any subset of Ci covers the image. To this end we require that whenever some set of squares covers m in the image, it also g-covers m in G R. From Theorem 6 we know that the extended cover E,, of a maximal square m contains O(1) maximal squares. By the construction outlined above, we decompose m into O(i) rectangles, each of which may be contained in at most every square in E,,. Hence we see that the partial cover graph Gm for m has a constant degree. These observations prove the following theorem.
THEOREM 8. The maximum degree of any vertex in the cover graph of an image is bounded by a constant.
We can apply the graph transformation shown in Figure 4 .4 while constructing the union of the partial cover graphs. (In Figures 4.4 and 4.5 a solid undirected line represents a pair of oppositely directed edges, a broken directed line represents a directed edge, and a circle represents a rectangular region.) Observe that region r is covered whenever S is covered by one of {P, X}, and the edges we discarded would not have been of any help for determining a minimal cover for the image. By transforming the cover graph in this manner we can get a simpler labeling algorithm (in Section 5) than would have been possible otherwise. It is easy to verify that if this transformation is applied to a cover graph which satisfies Definition 4.1, the resulting cover graph still satisfies it.
In Figure 4 .3 we show the rectangular decomposition of the maximal square m and its extended cover shown in Figure 4 .2, and the resulting cover graph is shown in Figure 4 .5. In this example fl,, = {P, Q, R}, tip = {X, Y, m}, fl• = {B, m}, and E, = fl,, u tip u fie which equals {P, Q, R, X, Y, B}. We also observe that when we union the partial cover graphs of P and m, we are able to apply the graph transformation defined by Figure 4 .4, and the rectangle P c~ X n m in the rectangular decomposition of m gets replaced by the rectangle P n X. This is the step during which one edge of a pair of oppositely directed edges may be deleted, and the cover relation embodied by the cover graph may become asymmetric.
5. Determining a Minimal Square Cover. In this section we find a minimal square cover for the image I by determining a minimal G-cover for its cover graph GR(I). We determine a minimal G-cover for GR(I) by labelin9 its vertices in a sequence of phases. Each phase modifies a tripartition (MR, MD, MA> of Mz, where MR is the set of retained squares, MD is the set of discarded squares, and M A = (Mz -(MR U MD)) is the set of available squares whose final state is yet undecided. Each square is labeled with the name of the set which contains it. Initially MD is set to Mt --M v and MR contains only the essential squares of I. At the end of the algorithm MR w M D equals Mz and the squares in M R constitute the desired minimal cover for I.
Each rectangle in GR(I ) is labeled as:
(i) uniquely covered if it has exactly one predecessor in M R and all other predecessors in MD, (ii) multiple-covered if it has at least two predecessors in MR, and (iii) available if all its predecessors are in MA.
During each phase of the algorithm we select a subset S of MA whose elements can be discarded simultaneously, without violating the safety condition that the image is covered by MA • MR. For this purpose we extract a set of vertex-disjoint paths from the subgraph of GR(I) induced by its available squares and rectangles. Then we retain every alternate square in each such path. Of the remaining squares, the ones that are g-covered by the retained squares are discarded. We showed in Section 4 that GR(I) has a constant degree. Each such phase reduces the (residual) degree of the available squares by at least two, hence a constant number of phases suffices to label all of GR(I). The labeling algorithm is discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Labelin 9 the Cover Graph.
We initialize the labeling algorithm by deleting all the unidirectional edges from the cover graph GR, to get an undirected graph G v in the following manner. We delete edge (r, m) if edge (m, r) is not in GR. This deletion has no effect on the minimal cover obtained, which may be seen as follows. Consider a minimal G-cover Mc of GR. If m belongs to Mc, it has a successor t (other than r) which is uniquely covered by m. If m does not belong to Mo then it must be that r is covered by some square S in M c (other than m), which is always true since m does not contain r.
In the undirected graph G v, we initialize the essential squares as retained and the remaining squares as available. We place a token on every successor of a retained square, signifying that such a rectangle is covered by at least one retained square. We obtain a minimal cover for Gv by labeling its vertices in phases as described below. During each phase we examine the residual subgraph G~s of Gv induced by the available squares and available rectangles. DEFINITION 5.1 (Chain-set, Chain). A chain-set CGR for the residual cover graph G~ is a set of vertex disjoint simple paths in G~e ~ such that (i) C~R spans all the vertices of G .... and (ii) no two paths in CGR can be joined together by selecting an edge in Gr~ which goes from an endpoint of one path to that of another.
A chain is any path in the set CGR.
We identify a chain-set C~R for Gres by suppressing a suitable set of edges of G v as described later. We obtain a 2-labeling of the squares in each chain in CGR, SO that alternate squares in a chain are labeled as retained or available. Then we stitch the chains back into GRES by reinstating the edges in Gros not present in C~R. For each square which is retained during the current phase, we place tokens on all of its successor rectangles, signifying that such a rectangle is covered by at least one of the retained squares. Next we examine each available square in G .... and discard those squares all of whose predecessor rectangles have acquired tokens. We can identify a chain-set for the residual graph Gre s as follows. Starting at each available square m, examine all the paths of length two which end at another available square. Notice that each such path from m leads to some square S t in the extended cover of m,_and there are only a constant number of such paths. We can consider each such path (m, r, Si) to be really a path from the origin of m to the origin of Si. Now consider the cyclic order (say clockwise) in which the origins of each such square Si appear with respect to the origin of m. We can select the one which appears closest to the north-going ray from the origin of m. Thus we obtain a directed spanning forest for Gres. If a square S~ has multiple paths directed into it, we can select the one which originates at a square whose origin is closest to the south-going ray from the origin of S t (in anticlockwise order about the origin of St). By thus insisting that the extracted chains be oriented monotonically along both axes, we can guarantee that we choose only simple acyclic maximal paths.
Time Bounds for Labeling.
Finally, let us examine the time bounds for labeling in the manner described above. During each phase we need only O(1) operations per maximal square for obtaining the residual graph, extracting the chain-set, discarding covered squares, and re-establishing the labeling invariants. We can 2-1abel all the chains in O(log n) time, on an EREW-PRAM with (n/log n) processors, using the optimal parallel list-ranking technique of Cole and Vishkin [CVb] . (The list-ranking problem consists of computing the number of elements which precede each element of a linked list, i.e., its rank with respect to the head of the list.)
Each phase of labeling reduces the residual degree (in Gros) of the available squares which participate in chains, by at least two. Note that an available square which does not participate in any chain during a given phase will always be discarded at the end of that phase, which can be seen as follows. If an available square S does not participate in any chain, all of its neighboring rectangles have a predecessor which participates in some chain; hence each of those rectangles acquires a token after the chains have been 2-labeled, and S is discarded at the end of that phase. Thus we see that a constant number of phases suffices to label all of GR, and we can meet our overall resource bounds for labeling. A complete example is shown in Figures 5.2-5 .6. The algorithm terminates when every square becomes retained or discarded, and every rectangle becomes multiply covered or uniquely covered. The conjunction of the termination predicate with the invariants implies that the correctness predicates are satisfied, and that a minimal cover has been found.
6. Conclusions. The algorithm of Scott and Iyengar [SI] does not yield a minimal cover, is sequential, and requires O(n log n) time. Aupperle et al. [ACK] showed that finding a minimum square cover for a polygonal binary image having holes is NP-hard. They also present a sequential algorithm which runs in O(nv/~) time and produces a minimum square cover for an image without holes. If the image has holes, their algorithm fails to obtain any cover, even minimal. Our algorithm runs in O(log n) time on an EREW-PRAM with (n flog n) processors, and generates a minimal square cover for any image (with or without holes). In [Mo] we also show how the algorithms in this paper can be efficiently implemented on practical multiprocessor networks such as the Polymorphic Tutus of [LM] . We can show as follows that finding a minimal square cover for a binary image consisting of x/~ x v/n pixels requires f~(log n) time on exclusive write PRAMs (EREW/CREW) with a polynomial number of processors. Given a vector of n bits, in 0(1) time we can transform it into a ~/n x x/n binary array, and query a minimal square cover oracle whether the image is covered by a single maximal square of size x/~ with its origin at (0, 0). The answer is yes if and only if the AND of the input bits is true. It was shown in [CDR] that computing the boolean OR/AND of an n bit vector requires f~(log n) time on an EREW-PRAM or a CREW-PRAM with a polynomial number of processors. If the oracle computes the above answer in less than s n) time, we would violate the result of [CDR] . Except for computing the ranks of elements of each chain of available squares, all the remaining steps of our algorithm can be performed in O(log nflog log n) time on a CRCW-PRAM with (n log log n/log n) processors [CVa] , [CVb] . We could consider storing the chains in arrays (instead of linked lists), by exploiting the bounded degree of the cover graph, as well as the inherent directional ordering amongst its edges. Then we could perform a prefix computation on the chains to solve the required list-ranking problem in sublogarithmic time, and thus obtain a faster algorithm overall.
6.1. Future Directions. Covering a given polygonal image with maximal rectangles, instead of with maximal squares, will clearly provide better image compression. It is known that finding a minimum rectangular cover for a polygonal region with or without holes is NP-hard, and remains so even if we are required to cover just the perimeter of the polygon, or cover only its reflex vertices [Ma] , [CoR] . Recently Culberson and Reckhow [CUR] showed that it is NP-hard to find a minimum rectangular cover for a polygonal region even if it has no holes. Franzblau and Kleitman I-FK] find a minimum rectangular cover for polygons which are convex along one axis, using O(n 2) time. An open problem is to extend our present techniques to derive an efficient parallel algorithim for covering a polygonal image with a minimal set of maximal rectangles.
Another possiblity is to partition the image into rectangles or squares. Ferrari et al. [FSS] give a sequential algorithm for finding the minimum rectangular partition of a binary image, but their algorithm relies on finding a minimum vertex cover for a bipartite graph. There does not seem to be any simple way of deriving a deterministic parallel (NC) algorithm utilizing their results, since, for an image with holes, their cover graph is not convex. (Although finding the minimum vertex cover for an arbitrary graph is NP-hard, Dekel and Sahni [DS] give an NC algorithm for finding the minimum vertex cover for convex bipartite graphs.) Also, partitioning a polygon into squares or rectangles will always provide worse compression than would a cover. For example, there exist polygons for which k rectangles (squares) suffice for a cover, but f~(k 2) rectangles (squares) are required for a partitioning. However, in some applications such as convolution, it is important for the cover to be of disjoint elements, and we would need to obtain a partition of the image.
We are also exploring the possibility of augmenting the cover graph with a search tree, in order to derive a compact data structure for representing binary images, which could compete with quad-trees I-S] for such operations as finding the union and intersection of images. We observe that the quad-tree provides a hierarchical decomposition of the (bounded) image plane into squares. If we remove the condition that the sizes and placements of the squares be related to each other by multiples of two (multiplicatively for size, and additively for placement), a compact representation of the image is provided by a minimal square cover. If these squares are then embedded in a search tree, the complete functionality of the quad-tree can be obtained with significantly less storage.
